[Epidemiologic study of urinary calculi in Western France].
An epidemiologic study of urinary calculi (N = 1843) was conducted in Western France: distribution according to the main chemical compounds, age and sex. Comparison with the results of a study with national recruitment (N = 10,617) and a study with regional recruitment (N = 1774). The study involved 1843 stones characterized beforehand by morphological analysis associated with infra-red spectrophotometry (FTIR). If analysis of the composition of the stones was carried out on the totality of calculi, studies related to age and sex included only 1583 cases. Comparison of percentages was made using chi 2 test. The composition in main compounds of calculi was comparable with the results of other studies; minor significant compounds presented great differences, raising the problem of interpretation of the infra-red spectra of the latter. Hence, our work was directed towards the analysis of the major compounds and we showed, like most authors, that monohydrate calcium oxalate is predominant in male (46%) as well as in females (37%). Calculi average sex-ratio was 2.19 but dehydrated calcium oxalate sex-ratio was 4.42, suggesting that this compound is found mainly in men. Conversely, for the majority of phosphate stones, the sex-ratio was lower or equal to one, indicating that they predominate in women. Infectious calculi (particularly struvite calculi) appeared slightly more frequent in our population than in other studies, whereas the number of uric acid calculi was lower. This, however, remains to be confirmed. The population studied was not significantly different from the national population regarding lithiasis, except perhaps for uric acid and struvite calculi, despite specific regional differences in diet and the role of nutritional factors in lithogenesis.